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Chapter 9

Rheumatoid arthritis is a chronic auto-immune disorder, of which persistent synovitis, bone 
erosions and auto-antibody formation are characteristic features[1]. Although the etiology 
of the disease remains largely unknown, it is established that genetic risk factors play a 
pivotal role in disease pathology. Both family and twin studies have shown that the genetic 
contribution to the disease can be estimated around 50%[2-4]. 

The most important genetic risk factor for RA was first described in the 1970’s and is lo-
cated in the HLA region. The associated HLA-DRB1 alleles all encode a similar amino-acid 
sequence at a particular position of the hyper variable region of the HLA class II molecule. 
This finding resulted in the SE hypothesis, in which was proposed that the SE motif is di-
rectly involved in RA pathogenesis. It was postulated that in this binding groove, the HLA 
class II molecule could present a specific arthritogenic peptide to auto-reactive T-cells[5, 
6]. Although it has been shown that epitopes derived from human citrullinated vimentin 
can be recognized by HLA-DRB1*0401 restricted T-cells, the hypothesis still remains to be 
elucidated[7].

After the identification of the HLA-DRB1 alleles, it was not until 2004 that the first non-HLA 
locus that associated with RA susceptibility was identified[8]. Due to advances in genotyp-
ing technologies, which could be performed at reasonable costs, the identification of novel 
genetic risk factors took a flight[9]. 

In the current thesis the genetic contribution of non-HLA genes to RA susceptibility was 
further investigated and the functional relevance of these loci in disease pathology was ex-
plored.

Establishing genetic risk factors

The recent burst in genetic association studies for disease susceptibility has led to the 
identification of many risk loci associated with RA susceptibility. Although part of these 
newly identified loci will truly be associated with RA, part will show to be type I errors, in 
which the associations appear to be false positive findings. To separate the true findings 
from the false positive ones, it is of utmost importance to replicate newly identified genes in 
independent populations of similar origin. In both chapter 2 and chapter 3, such replication 
studies for recently identified genes were performed. 

In chapter 2 three SNPs in STAT4, IL2/IL21 and CTLA4 genes, were investigated in the 
Leiden RA population. Subsequently, a meta-analysis of all publicly available genotype 
data was performed to identify the overall genetic association with RA susceptibility. The 
association with the STAT4 gene was first described in 2007 and replicated consistently in 
several Caucasian and Asian populations[10-12]. The IL2/IL21 region, on the other hand, 
had only been described in one study thus far and the CTLA4 gene had shown inconsis-
tent results in several replication studies[13-16]. In the present study, both the SNPs in 
the STAT4 gene and the CTLA4 gene could be independently replicated in our Dutch RA 
population, while the SNP in the IL2/IL21 region showed a clear trend towards association. 
More importantly, all three loci were further confirmed in a well powered meta-analysis, 
indicating these loci as true genetic risk factors for RA susceptibility.
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In chapter 3 a replication study of two SNPs located in the interleukin 2 pathway is de-
scribed. A recent GWAS in the WTCCC population had indicated the IL2RA and IL2RB 
regions, located in this pathway, to be novel genetic risk factors for RA[17]. These find-
ings were replicated in our independent Dutch RA population, thereby providing further 
evidence for true association.

Missing heritability

In addition to the in chapter 2 and chapter 3 described loci, currently over 46 genetic re-
gions have been identified as true genetic risk factors with statistically robust associations. 
These associations however, confer relatively small increments in risk and thereby contribut-
ing only marginally to disease susceptibility[9, 18]. It is thought therefore, that a great part of 
the genetic risk for RA has not yet been explained. Even including the HLA region, it is likely 
that more than 50% of the genetic risk for RA remains to be identified. Many explanations 
for this ‘missing heritability’ have been suggested, including structural variants that were 
poorly captured by the existing genotyping arrays, gene-gene interactions and inadequate 
account of the shared environment among relatives. An additional possibility, on which most 
speculations have been focused, is that multiple rare variants contribute to disease risk in a 
significant subset of the RA population. Rare variants in this matter are defined as variants 
with an allele frequency less than 5%, or even less than 1%, but not rarer than 0.5%. Such 
variants are not sufficiently frequent to be captured by the current GWAS arrays, nor do they 
have large enough effect sizes to be identified by linkage analysis in family studies. These 
variants can be identified by resequencing genomes of patients and healthy individuals[19]. 
These low frequency variants will have higher effect sizes than the currently identified non-
HLA risk loci and could thereby contribute substantially to the current ‘missing heritability’. 

Next to the investigation of rare variants, structural variants and gene-gene interactions 
to explore the ‘missing heritability’, additional common variants can be identified by can-
didate gene approach. Although the contribution of these variants to disease risk have 
shown to be marginal and the candidate gene approach has its disadvantages compared 
to GWAS, a candidate gene study might identify a risk factor that has simply not been 
typed or identified in the large scale assays. 

In chapter 5 a study is described, in which common variants located in the VTCN1 re-
gion were investigated for association with RA susceptibility by candidate gene approach. 
VTCN1 encodes a protein, which has been reported to be a negative regulator of T-cell 
responses in vitro by inhibiting proliferation and cytokine production[20, 21]. In RA patients 
the soluble form of the protein is more frequently observed than in healthy individuals and 
is correlated with disease activity as measured by DAS 28[22]. In knock-out mice, the pro-
gression of inflammation in a collagen induced arthritis model was accelerated compared 
to wild type mice[22]. In addition to these functional indications that VTCN1 plays a role 
in RA pathology, genetic studies in juvenile idiopathic arthritis identified this region to as-
sociate with this disease[23]. Since both functional and genetic data indicated a possible 
role of VTCN1 in RA, the genetic contribution to RA susceptibility was investigated by a 
candidate gene approach in our Leiden RA population. 
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In the discovery phase of this study, a significant association for two SNPs was observed. 
Replication of these findings in two independent populations from northern-European de-
scent, showed an overall significant association for both variants. These data indicate that 
this is a novel genetic risk factor for RA susceptibility, although further replication in inde-
pendent cohorts is necessary to tease apart the role of VTCN1 genetics in RA. 

In chapter 7 another novel genetic risk factor is identified by candidate gene approach. 
In this study the genetic contribution of the C1Q genes was investigated in relation to RA 
susceptibility. As well as in chapter 5, this region was chosen upon strong indications of 
both functional and genetic data.  It was observed that a complete genetic deficiency of 
C1Q is strongly associated with the development of Systemic Lupus Erythematosus[24]. 
Moreover, complement deposits can be found in the synovium of RA patients and a cor-
relation between disease activity and the presence of activated complement fragments 
bound to C1q in sera of RA patients has been described[25, 26]. 

In the Leiden RA population five SNPs in the C1Q genes were significantly associated with 
disease. Subsequent replication of the most significant SNP in three independent popula-
tions supported the initial finding. Additionally, in a meta-analysis of six GWAS, contain-
ing a substantial number of patients and controls, the association was maintained, even 

though with borderline significance. 

Disease subsets

The identification of additional variants, being rare variants, structural variants, gene-gene 
interactions or common variants, will probably lead to the identification of a substantial 
part of the genetic risk conferred to RA. It can be expected however, that part of the ge-
netic background of RA, as described currently, will not be elucidated. RA is a phenotypic 
disease and is defined by use of classification criteria. In these criteria, points are scored 
for certain disease features and an individual is classified as having RA when a minimum 
score is obtained[27]. This results in a heterogeneous disease, with highly variable disease 
outcomes between patients. It can be expected that the current classification embraces 
several disease subgroups, each with their own distinct risk factors and pathophysiology. 
This implies that a more precise definition is needed and further research towards specific 
immunological or other biologic features that distinct subgroups is desired.

To date, a feature that has been shown to identify specific subgroups of the disease is 
ACPA. It is known that, to a certain extent, presence or absence of ACPAs can predict 
disease outcome and these antibodies are one of the best clinical predic tors of radiologi-
cal progression[28]. Moreover, it has been shown that patients with ACPA-negative disease 
are more likely to achieve drug-free remission than those who test positive for these auto-
antibodies[29]. Interestingly, the most prominent genetic risk factor for RA, the HLA shared 
epitope region, predisposes to ACPA positive RA, whereas another haplotype in this re-
gion, HLA-DRB1*03, predisposes to ACPA-negative disease[30, 31]. The majority of loci 
that correlate with RA have, however, been identified in ACPA-positive patient populations, 
and little is known about the genetic contribution to the ACPA-negative subset[32]. Small 
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studies have suggested a role for IRF5 and genes encoding C-type lectin-like receptors in 
ACPA-negative disease, and, in chapter 2 of this thesis, it was shown that a polymorphism 
of STAT4 is associated with both disease subsets, whereas a variant of CTLA4 is associ-
ated with ACPA-positive RA only[33, 34]. Together, these studies reveal that ACPA-positive 
and ACPA-negative RA have different genetic association patterns.

To gain further insight into these association patterns, a genome-wide association study in 
ACPA-positive and ACPA-negative patient populations was performed recently[35]. More 
than 1.7 million SNPs were studied for association with disease, in 774 ACPA-negative 
and 1,147 ACPA-positive patients with RA. The ACPA-positive find ings were subsequently 
replicated in two RA cohorts of Western European descent. When the ACPA-positive sub-
set was compared with the ACPA-negative subset, genome-wide significant differences 
between the two groups (P <2.9 × 10–8) could be estab lished for several SNPs within the 
HLA region. No significant associations of loci located outside the HLA region could be 
identified, which is likely to be due to the insufficient power provided by the relatively small 
ACPA-negative study population. Nonetheless, these data support the idea that genetic 
backgrounds contribute differently to the two RA disease subsets characterized by ACPA 
status. Expansion of the ACPA-negative study population is needed to eluci date the ge-
netic contribution of loci outside the HLA region. 

The data of Padyukov et al.[35] further suggest, in combination with the results of previous 
studies, that distinct risk factors operate in the two ACPA subsets. This diver gence im-
plies that different pathophysiology underlies ACPA-positive and ACPA-negative RA, and 
therefore, that these subsets should be considered as two separate diseases, and studied 
separately in both genetic and functional studies of RA pathophysiology. Previous func-
tional studies have shown that in ACPA-positive RA, immunological responses occur in a 
citrulline-specific manner, and, in mouse models, it has been shown that citrulline-specific 
antibodies can induce and promote arthritis[36, 37]. Furthermore, activation of basophils 
from ACPA-positive patients with RA, in contrast to those from ACPA-negative patients, 
occurs upon expo sure to citrullinated antigens[36]. These find ings thus indicate a differen-
tial response of immune cells to citrullinated antigens. 

Diseases with a distinct pathogenesis might, logically, benefit from different treatment 
strategies. In RA the mainstays of treatment are DMARDs, which are a heterogeneous col-
lection of therapeutic agents for which mechanisms of action are, largely, not well under-
stood. Methotrexate is the most prominent DMARD and is widely used for the treatment of 
RA and other inflam matory diseases. ACPA-positive patients with undifferentiated arthritis 
treated with methotrexate are less likely to progress to RA, and do so at a later time point 
than a placebo control group[38]. By contrast, no effect of methotrexate therapy on pro-
gression to RA could be observed in an ACPA negative patient population, indicating that 
the two ACPA subgroups respond differently to methotrexate treatment[38].

 It is not just methotrexate therapy that produces different outcomes in the two disease 
subsets. In RA refractory to therapy with tumor necrosis factor blockers, rituximab—a 
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monoclonal antibody directed towards the B cell marker CD20—has proven to be an ef-
fective therapy. Upon binding of rituximab, circulating B cell populations are depleted for 
periods of at least 3 months. Recently, in a clinical study of rituximab in 208 patients with 
refractory RA, it was shown that the presence of ACPA predicted a better EULAR (Euro-
pean League Against Rheumatism) response at 24 weeks, indicating that this drug might 
have a greater role in the ACPA-positive subset than in ACPA-negative patients[39]. 

Thus, although little is known about the genetic contribution to the development of ACPA-
negative RA, data suggests contrasting genetic backgrounds for the disease subsets char-
acterized by ACPA status. This genetic divergence lends further support that distinct ge-
netic risk factors play a part in specific subsets of the disease. To fully identify the genetic 
risk conferred to RA, genetic risk factors that contribute only to certain disease subgroups 
should be identified. 

In chapter 6, by a candidate gene approach, polymorphisms in the PTGES gene were inves-
tigated for association with RA susceptibility and disease characteristics. The PTGES gene 
is involved in prostaglandin synthesis, a key mediator of inflammation. The prostaglandin 
production is an important target for non-steroid-anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs), which 
are key painkillers in the therapy of RA patients[40, 41]. The initial study in a Swedish RA 
population indicated that no genetic association could be identified in the RA population as 
a whole. However, upon investigation of disease subgroups it seemed that the association 
was mainly conferred to female RA patients. Although this finding could not be replicated 
independently in our Leiden RA population, the minor allele frequencies were biased in the 
same direction. Further replication of this finding is needed to tease apart the exact role 
of the PTGES gene in female RA patients, however, it does indicate that genetic risk fac-
tors might only contribute to a subset of the disease and further investigation into these 
subsets is desirable. 

Linking genotype to biological pathways

The identification of variants that make up the genetic risk conferred to RA is thought to 
provide valuable insight into the pathophysiology that underlies the disease. The next step 
is to translate the genetic associations into biological pathways and use this knowledge for 
the invention of curative therapies for RA. 

As more auto-immune susceptibility loci are being identified, it becomes clear that part of 
these genes overlap between auto-immune diseases. Family based epidemiology studies 
have suggested there is a shared genetic basis underlying auto-immune diseases in gen-
eral, which can explain this overlap[42]. The great number of overlapping genes, however, 
might partly be due to the way genetic association studies are currently performed. In 
both GWAS and candidate gene studies, genetic risk factors are identified by comparing 
patients to healthy individuals. Although this approach is considered best practice, it does 
not distinguish between RA and inflammation in general. Therefore, in functional studies to 
identify the biological relevance of a genetic risk factor this should be taken into account. 

To date, over 46 genetic risk factors have been established to associate with RA suscep-
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tibility[18]. Interestingly, all identified genes are located within immunological pathways, as 
was expected before hand. However, all the identified genes are possible candidates for 
further functional studies and their relevance in disease pathology is not yet elucidated. It 
should be noted however, that the significantly associated variants are generally named 
after known immune genes that are located in the region. Sometimes only one gene is 
located nearby, making it a reasonable assumption this gene is related to the associated 
variant. Other times, however, the variant might be located in a region harboring several 
genes. An association can also be due to a genetic feature, like a micro-RNA or a regula-
tory element, which has not been described yet. Although this is for a big part due to the 
fact that the actual causative variant has not been identified, studies towards exploring 
the functional consequence of a variant are difficult to perform. Thereby, to translate the 
genetic associations into biological pathways, great hurdles will have to be taken. 

In the candidate gene studies described in this thesis, an attempt to identify the functional 
relevance of the associated genetic variant is made. Although mRNA expression levels 
and serum levels of the associated proteins and genes could be significantly related to the 
genotype, these studies all identified further associations and no functional pathways were 
observed, further indicating that the identification of the disease pathology by translating 
the genetic association into a biological pathway involved in disease remains a difficult 
task to perform.

Concluding remarks

In the current thesis the genetic contribution of non-HLA genes to RA susceptibility was 
further investigated and the functional relevance of these loci was explored. The studies 
described were able to establish several previously identified risk factors in a statistical 
robust manner. Also novel genetic risk factors that are associated with RA susceptibility 
could be identified, as well as risk factors that are conferred to specific subgroups of the 
disease. The next step towards understanding the pathophysiology of RA will be to identify 

the relevance of these risk factors, which might prove to be of great challenge.
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